CODIFIED, DISCARDED, MODIFIED, OR OVERRULED HOUSE PRECEDENTS

1.2 - 1. (2010) Distribution of Literature on House Floor


**Codified:** see Section 11.3 of House Rules for 53rd through 55th Oklahoma Legislatures (2011-2016) and Section 11.2 of House Rules for 56th Oklahoma Legislature (2017-2018).

6.7 - 1. (2005) Form of Amendments


**Codified:** see Section 6.7, paragraphs (c) and (d) of House Rules for the 53rd through 56th Oklahoma Legislatures (2011-2018).


7.11 - 5. (2009) Summary for Adopted Floor Substitute Becomes Bill Summary for Bill

Discarded: effectively discarded upon adoption of House Rules for 53rd Oklahoma Legislature (2011-2012); since the 53rd Oklahoma Legislature, the use of floor substitutes has been prohibited by House rule.


Discarded: in 2011, this precedent became irrelevant because the House and Senate adopted joint rules providing for a “joint conference calendar”. The concept of the “joint conference calendar” was created in Section 8.2 of the Joint Rules for the 53rd Oklahoma Legislature (2011-2012).

In conjunction with Section 8.2 of the Joint Rules, the House of Representatives, in Section 7.20, paragraph (c) of House Rules, 53rd Oklahoma Legislature (2001-2012), adopted a requirement that all conference committee reports, House or Senate, lay over at least twenty-four (24) hours after being filed in the chamber of origin, as reflected on the joint conference calendar, prior to consideration on the House Floor.

For the 56th Oklahoma Legislature (2017-2018), the substance of the joint rule and the relevant House rule can be found respectively in Section 5.2, paragraph (b) of Joint Rules and Section 7.20, paragraph (c) of House Rules. This precedent was renumbered from 7.15 – 1 to 7.16 – 1 in 2007.
Appendix A – Codified, Discarded, Modified, or Overruled House Precedents

Considered Electronically Available at Time It Becomes Available in BTOnline


7.23 - 1. (2013) Scheduling Motions with Majority Floor Leader for New Business


7.23 - 2. (2013) Majority Floor Leader Determines Order of Consideration of Motions of Equal Rank


7.24 - 1. (2013) Type of Notice Required for Meetings of Calendar Committee

[Okla. H. Jour., 1132-1135, 1137 54th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (April 30, 2013);
Daily H. Sess. Video Rec., 54th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess., 00:35:57-01:59:00;
02:03:57-02:07:03 (April 30, 2013).]


8.6 - 2. (2008) Title of Floor Substitute Stricken


Discarded: effectively discarded upon adoption of House Rules for 53rd and 54th Oklahoma Legislatures. See Section 8.6, paragraphs (f) and (g) of House Rules for 53rd and 54th Oklahoma Legislatures (2011-2012; 2013-2014).

8.7 - 1. (2006) Adoption of Floor Substitute Precludes Further Amendment of a Bill


Discarded: effectively discarded upon adoption of House Rules for 53rd and 54th Oklahoma Legislatures. See Section 8.7, paragraph (e) of House Rules for the 53rd Oklahoma Legislature (2011-2012) and Section 8.8 of
Appendix A – Codified, Discarded, Modified, or Overruled House Precedents


8.7 - 4. (2011) Determination Whether Amendment is Floor Substitute


9.2 - 1. (2005) Manner by Which Business is Conducted on House Floor

House Precedents


9.2 - 5. (2009) Customary Duties of Majority Floor Leader


Codified: see Section 9.1, paragraph (b) of House Rules for the 55th and 56th Oklahoma Legislatures (2015-2018).


Discarded: see Section 10.1, paragraph (b) of House Rules for 56th Oklahoma Legislature (2017-2018). Member can offer a motion for the “reading of papers”.

10 - 1. (2007) Rejection of Multiple Senate Amendments


Appendix A – Codified, Discarded, Modified, or Overruled House Precedents

10.1 - 1. (2009) Precedence of Main Motions Pertaining to Disposition of Conference Committee Reports


10.1 - 1. (2010) Appeal of the Chair May Be Tabled


Codified: see Section 10.1, paragraph (b) of House Rules for the 55th and 56th Oklahoma Legislatures (2015-2018). Prior to the 55th Oklahoma Legislature (2015-2016), this precedent was denoted as HP 10.2 - 1. (2010) Appeal of the Chair May Be Tabled.
10.1 - 2. (2011) Precedence of Main Motions Pertaining to Disposition of Senate Amendments


10.4 - 1. (2009) Withdrawal of Measure by Author


Appendix A – Codified, Discarded, Modified, or Overruled House Precedents

House Precedents


Codified: see Section 9.2, paragraph (i) of House Rules for the 55th and 56th Oklahoma Legislatures (2015-2018). Prior to the 55th Oklahoma Legislature (2015-2016), this precedent was denoted as HP 14.2 - 1. (2007)

Constitutional Rulings.


Appendix A – Codified, Discarded, Modified, or Overruled House Precedents

**Codified:** see Section 9.2, paragraph (i) of House Rules for the 55th and 56th Oklahoma Legislatures (2015-2018). Prior to the 55th Oklahoma Legislature (2015-2016), this precedent was denoted as *HP 14.2 - 1A. (2009)*

**Constitutionality of Measure’s Title.**

14.2 - 2. (2009) Authority to Publish Rulings of the Chair


**Modified:** Effectively modified upon adoption of House Rules for the 54th through 56th Oklahoma Legislatures (2013-2018). Section 14.2 requires the Speaker to publish “substantive” rulings of the Chair and removes the previously allowed discretion to publish such rulings. Notably, as mentioned in the “reasoning” relied upon in this Precedent, it would still be out of order for the presiding officer to entertain a motion which would cause a ruling of the Chair to be placed in the “book of precedents” in a manner outside of the procedure established by Section 14.2 of House Rules.